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Garg has drawn the patterns and
the tones heavily from the weave’s
heritage while giving contemporary
cuts and structures, making the
mashru pieces rare and more
attractive. Craftroots, Gujarat, a
unique platform that creates mashru
home furnishings, started its journey
with the fabric in 2001. “Our sarees,
home decor items and men’s
garments are sold all over India and
even to foreign countries,” says Raju
Thakor, a spokesperson. “Mashru is a
very rich fabric. It takes seven intricate

steps to produce
a
perfectly
while the patterns and the tones
glistening
piece
of mashru draw heavily from the
weave’s heritage, the cuts and
andstructures
even
if one
are contemporary
of them is missed
you can’t get the
best quality. The
making of mashru
is as mesmerising
a process as the
final product.” As
mashru
pieces
fly off the shelf,
it seems that this
heritage
weave
is on a rise once
again.
few local designers have started
experimenting with designs and
colours and are also complementing
the base fabric with tie and dye and
block printing designs that are much
appreciated in local markets.
One of the more popular designers
experimenting with mashru is Sanjay
Garg, of the label Raw Mango. His work
with “the most luxurious fabric in the
world that was worn by the royals”
has endeared it to many buyers and
is bringing this heritage gem into the
limelight.
In Delhi, fashion connoisseurs
sat up and took notice when Garg
showcased mashru kurtas, lehengas
and even contemporary pants at the
Amazon India Fashion Week’s Spring
Summer 2016 edition. Exemplifying
what the modern Indian woman wants,
his models walked down the runway
draped in gorgeous attires that had the
grace of tradition but were eased down
so as not to make them fussy. The
fact that cotton made the fabric more
wearable did not go unnoticed by the
awed audience. Mashru scored with
the Indian buyer on three major counts
– ease of wearability, simplification of
busy designs and its gorgeous fluidity.
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A model wearing a mashru dress
from Raw Mango’s collection
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Cultural Calendar - November 2019
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Lecture - “ Indian Culture, Sanskrit & Yoga:
A realistic Approach”

Friday
10.00 am

Guru Nanak Jayanti
550th Birth Anniversary of Shri Guru Nanak Dev Ji
Venue: SVCC Auditorium

A model wearing
a mashru dress
from Raw Mango’s
collection

21
Thursday
6.00 pm

SHANKAR’S INTERNATIONAL
CHILDREN’S COMPETITION 2020
at
Swami Vivekananda Cultural Centre, Colombo

“Earth is the only home we have, Treasure it”
Date : Saturday, 23rd November, 2019
Time : 9.00 a.m. to 1.00 p.m
Venue : Swami Vivekananda Cultural Centre, 16/2 Gregory’s Road, Colombo 07
Topic for competition :
“Earth is the only home we have ! Treasure it !!”
Painting

|

Prof. N.C. Panda
ICCR Chair Visiting Professor of Sanskrit, Sanskrit Studies
Centre, Silapkorn University, Bangkok, Thailand
Venue: SVCC Auditorium

For registration call on tel # 2684698 or by email:iccrcolombo2@gmail.com

Venue:SVCC

Contact us to register Children’s names & for further details:
Tel. 011-2684698 ; Telefax 011-2684697 ; e-mail : iccrcolombo2@gmail.com

Published by the Swami Vivekananda Cultural Centre (formerly Indian Cultural Centre),
16/2, Gregory’s Road, Colombo 07. Tel: 011 2684698
Email: iccrcolombo@gmail.com Facebook: facebook.com/indianculturalcentre

23
Saturday
9.00 am

Kathak Recital
by Nrutya Visharadha Dumitha Gunawardana disciple of
Pt. Rajendra Kumar Gangani of Jaipur gharana
Venue: SVCC Auditorium

Categories:
Drawing | Essay Writing

Eligibility :
Children born on or after January 1st 2004, from all over
Sri Lanka, can participate. All entries will be sent to New Delhi
for the Shankar’s International Children’s Competition 2020.

Saturday
3.00 pm

by Ranga Perera- Tabla Teacher of SVCC, Senior Lecturer,
University of Visual and Performing Arts
and his disciples
Venue: SVCC Auditorium

Topic: “Earth is the only home we have, Treasure it”
(essay writing/drawing/ painting)

Tuesday
6.00 pm

9

Newsletter of the Swami Vivekananda Cultural Centre

Rang of Taal – Tabla Recital

Shankar’s International Children Competition
– 2020

26

Sanskarika

Bharatha Natyam Recital
by Varisha Narayanan, Kalakshetra Foundation
Venue:SVCC Auditorium

29
Friday
6.00 pm

Programmes subject to change
Admission to all programmes are on first-come-first-serve basis, except 23rd

Entry Free. All are cordially invited

UNIE ARTS, 011 2330195

of all my collections, mashru is
the closest to my personal DNA,
especially the Abha kurta that I revisit
from time to time for inspiration.’’

P.C: C.B.V. Raju

Nov 2019
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A model, draped in a
mashru saree walks
the ramp for designer
Sanjay Garg’s show
at the Amazon India
Fashion Week in 2016

A weaver attaching new warp to the old

However, all is not lost as customers,
especially in urban India, are slowly
recognising
’s magic. A
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in which four extra shafts are added
to the loom,” explains Muhammad
Zubain, Kaka’s son.
“It takes about one and a half
months to complete a stretch of fabric,”
says 72-year-old Hasan, adding that a
saree can take up to three months to
be ready! “The work is tedious and the
money we get is very little,” he says,
a reason why he is reluctant to let his
sons pursue the craft.
Compared to today’s scenario,
when there are hardly 25-30 weavers
left in Patan, the picture of a few
decades ago when almost 400 weavers
worked in rhythm to produce colourful
fabrics in the stark desert, seems hard
to believe. Yunus bhai is the owner
of Gamthivala, a small colourful shop
set right in front of Rani-no-Hajiro, a
popular tourist site in Patan. “During
my grandfather’s time, our family made
its fortune by selling
. From one
tiny shop, we expanded to three plush
stores, all thanks to the demand of the
fabric. However, today, no one asks for
it. But I am afraid that if the scenario
doesn’t improve, in a few years, mashru
will only be seen in museums.”
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A mashru weaver at work in Patan; a closeup of the fabric on the loom
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stripes obtained by using different
warp threads, danedar is a dotted
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says 72-year-old Hasan, adding that a
saree can take up to three months to
be ready! “The work is tedious and the
money we get is very little,” he says,
a reason why he is reluctant to let his
sons pursue the craft.
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when there are hardly 25-30 weavers
left in Patan, the picture of a few
decades ago when almost 400 weavers
worked in rhythm to produce colourful
fabrics in the stark desert, seems hard
to believe. Yunus bhai is the owner
of Gamthivala, a small colourful shop
set right in front of Rani-no-Hajiro, a
popular tourist site in Patan. “During
my grandfather’s time, our family made
its fortune by selling mashru. From one
tiny shop, we expanded to three plush
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mashru has cotton on the inside,

obtained by using different warp

